PSP Successes

- Enhanced community relationships through a collective efficacy initiative developed through PSP support, which contributed to a 42 percent reduction in serious violent crime from 2017 to 2018 in pilot neighborhoods
- Expanded crime analysis and intelligence capacities to become a crime analysis and social network analysis leader among PSP sites
- Formed a hybrid homicide investigative team to strengthen investigations and address offenders and crimes that cross precinct boundaries

PSP Site Partners

- Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ATF)
- City of Nashville
- Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)
- Metropolitan Nashville Police Department
- Nashville-Davidson County District Attorney’s Office
- Tennessee Department of Correction
- United States Attorney’s Office—Middle District of Tennessee
- U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA)
- U.S. Marshals Service (USMS)

Read more about Nashville's experience and public safety strategies in PSP.